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Thanks Apple!   

Correcting Image Orientation 
Using Open Source Tools 



In the beginning….   



Cameras became more complex   

!  Orientation was still not a problem. 

!  Cameras were essentially fixed  
devices 



Simple vs Complex: an Inverse 
Relationship 



Orientation Still Simple 



Faster and Easier to Use 



Orientation still simple 



Along comes the Digital Camera… 



Simple is no longer simple. 

!  Up, Down, Right, Left  

have lost their meaning 



World turned upside down 



Rotate Individual Images   

Works great for a few 
images, but absolutely 
does NOT scale 



Problem 

!  Digital Images produced by multiple devices 

!  Multiple Manufacturers 

!  Need a standard way to define orientation.  What is up vs down?  What is 
Left vs Right?  

!  Needs to scale 





Orientation Flag:  
Pre-Save Processing 



Along comes Apple 



Faster == Better, but with issues  

!  Pre-Save Processing skipped 

!  Apple devices / Safari process EXIF data at display time 

!  Apple users unaware of any problems 

!  Rest of world deals with the mess 



Current Situation 

!  Most digital cameras follow Apple’s model: no pre-save Orientation 
Processing performed.  

!  Some of the latest browsers follow Apple’s model and process image 
orientation –problem is that the processing slows clients down.  

!  Some image storage sites process EXIF data at upload time, but not all.  



Process EXIF data at UPLOAD time on 
SERVER   

!  Orientation Processing only has to happen 1 time.  

!  Server is perfect place for this, image is already transmitted, and server has 
way more processing power than client device.  

!  When downloaded from server, image never needs orientation processing 
again.  

!  Scales very well –if properly automated. 



No standard tool exists (yet) 





Github.com/drewnoakes 



Build your own importer / processor   



Process image using EXIF data 



World returned to normal 



Github.com/spanky762 
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